LETS!
POP! in

100% Cotton Linen
International TV Cable
Free Wi-Fi
In-room Safe Deposit Box
5 Minutes to Bugang Train Station
Free Shuttle to Mall

Tunjungan Plaza
Suramadu Bridge

STRATEGIC
- 3.5km to Tunjungan Plaza
- 2.8km to Suramadu Bridge & World Trade Center
- 12.5km to Soekarno International Airport

POP! Hotel Stasiun Kota
Jl. Waspada No. 58 - 60 Poban Cantikan
Surabaya 60161 - Indonesia
T: 031 - 3550111  F: 031 - 3550700
E: info-pop-staskunkota@tauzia.com
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TAUZIA HOTELS
This eco-tourism in Surabaya is well-known as Pamurbaya. Pantai Timur Surabaya referred to Surabaya Eastern Beach, this object is quite new but having a rich beauty like any other objects in East Java. The tourists that visit to this object can rent a boat to down the river that full of mangroves plantation, there is also fauna that live within the forest like monkey, type of Nasaca fasciolaris and water bird along the river to the mangrove station.

Surabaya Carnival Night Market is an theme park which opened in July 2014. Located in a very strategic location, and opens everyday from 4pm to 12pm, make this theme park is a favourite place to spend time with family, or friends in Surabaya.

Submarine Monument, Indonesia, is a submarine museum located in Embong Kalasir, Ganteng, Surabaya City. Located in the center of the city, the monument is actually a submarine Pasopati KRI 410, one of the Navy of the Republic of Indonesia made the Soviet Union in 1952. This Submarine ever involved in the Battle of Aru Sea at 1962 to liberate West Irian from the Dutch occupation.

The largest zoo and complete in Southeast Asia and devoted to some places for birds, freshwater aquarium and brine, quarantine Tovudemi, night animal (Nocturna) and various mammals (Mammal). In Special place, there is also a pygmy (Gazal mahasan) and mermaid.Surabaya Zoo located in Sethal Street 1 Surabaya (Wonokromo beside Joeyobaya station area), KBS is big zoo and complete. It is in 1 area dwell more than 351 composing different animal species more than 2608 animals. Include Indonesia native animal and also world consist of Mammalian, Aves, Reptile, and Pisces.

The winner of 2013 Asian Townscape Award from the United Nation as the Best Park in Asia in the year of 2013. The park has growth since it was opened on March 21 2007 with some exciting facilities such as a skateboard park, BMX track, jogging track, plaza (stage for a live performance of various types of entertainment), free WiFi zone, public telephone, green park area, children’s playground and food court is available.

House of Sampoerna, Indonesia building was constructed in 1982 and is currently a culturally preserved building. Initially, it was used as an orphanage managed by the Dutch colonial government. In 1932 the building complex was purchased by Liem Seang Tee, the founder of Sampoerna. Displayed is a diverse collection of historic items from the Sampoerna family and its business such as a vintage Rolls Royce traditional kebay blouse that has been handed down through several generations, and tools used to manufacture cigarettes. Today, the compound is still functioning as a production plant for Indonesia’s most prestigious cigarette, Djarum.

In commemoration of Sampoerna’s 90th anniversary in 2003, the central complex has been painstakingly restored and is now open to public.

The Suramadu Bridge, also known as the Surabaya-Madura Bridge, is cable-stayed bridge between Surabaya on the island of Java and the town of Bangkalan on the island of Madura in Indonesia. Opened in June 2009, the 5.4-km bridge is the longest in Indonesia and the first bridge to cross the Madura Strait.